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This month saw the launch by the London Stock Exchange

of techMARK. It received a mixed reaction with many

regarding it as too little and too late.
Regardless, it contains many of the
features for which we had
campaigned...but omitted many too.

The new market
Firstly the details. If you want the

full monty, the LSE put up an
excellent new internet site

(www.londonstockexchange.com/
techMARK).
- techMARK is NOT a new exchange.
Rather it is a grouping of companies
which are already (and will remain)
listed on the LSE. in other words,
Misys will continue to be a FTSEtOO

company as well as being part of

techMARK.
- new l-☁l'SE indices will be produced

to track techMARK and its
sectors.

sub

- all companies currently classified
as computer hardware, computer services, internet,

semiconductors. software and telecommunications will be

automatically included. This means that Vodafone, with a

market cap of £78b, will be the largest company in

techMARK. By contrast the largest 308 company is Sage

with a valuation of ☜just☝ £3.3b.

- in addition, and probably most controversially. techMARK

will include other ☜innovative☝ technology companies such

as Glaxo Welcome, SmithKline

Beecham, GEC (electronics),
AstraZenica (pharmaceuticals),
British Aerospace (aerospace and

defence), and Nycomed Amersham

(Health).
- 174 companies with a total mkt cap.
of £430b will be included on day one.

- NO AIM companies will be included.

- a new set of listing requirements

are proposed for new entrants to
allow companies with trading records

of less than three year to be floated.

However, under these new rules

referred to as Chapter 25, these
companies must have an initial value

of at least £50m and will initially have
to report quarterly. We were

particularly pleased to see that new

lPOs would have to sell at least

£20m of shares and make at least

25% of their shares available for free trade in the lPO.
ew or existing shares☝.However, these can be ☜n
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record can still lPO with a market cap. of <£50m. This

exemption also applies to companies moving from AIM.

- Chapter 25 also proposes new

rules, amongst others, to bring

forward reporting dates and prohibit

misleading or deceptive

announcements.

- techMAFlK will go live in

November.
The pros
- the ability for companies like Sage

to keep their hard won FFSEtoo

status is to be applauded.

techMARK could not have got off

the ground without this feature.

- we have already seen a major

increase in interest - and analysts -

covering UK technology stocks.

(Our own revenues tend to testify

to this!) New indices. new tracker

funds (Close has already
announced its fund will be launched
in Nov.), specialist tech. funds etc.

which might come from techMARK will only increase

- we fully support many of the new rules (25% free float, <

3 years trading records, tighter rules on deceptive

- the exclusion of AIM is a major error. it could mean the

end for this junior market, particularly if it does not join

Euro.NM. Either companies will go
to the main market or to Euro.NM

or EASDAO.
- techMARK will have no pan-
European - or international -
perspective. Indeed, this was

quoted as the main reason behind
the decision this month by JSB (see
p12) to de-list from AIM in favour
of EASDAQ - the first such UK 808
company to take such a decision.

- the £50m minimum initial valuation

is too high. We would have settled
on half that.

- there seems to be no added

incentive for investment, such as

rollover CGT relief, VCT status etc.
to attract "retail" investors.
- the inclusion of companies like
Vodalone and Glaxo ☜overwhelm☝

techMAFlK. Vodafone, valued at
£7Bb, represents 18% of techMARKThe Top Ten techMARK
companies represent a massive 82% of techMARK - and
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NONE are SCS companies.
Although SOS companies represent 45% of techMAFtK
by number, they represent <7% by value. Indeed, even in

the SOS sector, the Top Five companies represent 57% of

the techMARK☁s SCS sector. All FI'SE Indices are weighed,

so the effect could have been that, although SCS stocks
are a very minor ingredient of the techMARK index, a profits
warning from Vodatone could send the techMARK index
crashing with a consequential effect on sentiment towards

808 stocks.
Rest assured, however, we will continue to bring you our
unweighted 808 index to compare against techMAFtK!

Note - The LSE has told us that, because of this problem.
"we have decided to cap the larger companies so that,

say, any company comprising more than 5% of the index

has their weighting limited to 3% or 5%". Even with this

concession, the Top ten companies could still represent
40% of the index and many think such capping will cause

more problems than it solves.
Conclusion
Overall, we are in favour of techMARK Maybe it's a
☜compromiSe☝, ☜too little too late" and without the
international spread we had hoped for. But at least it stands

a chance of getting off the ground.
As we have said before to those who say ☜who cares?", a

buoyant tech. market in London is vital, not just for jobs in

the City, but also to the UK IT industry and associated

jobs. Unfortunately, companies tend to migrate jobs - even
their HQs - to the country of their primary listing. We would
rather that was the UK than Germany or the US.
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Ftage Software prospers
Computer games company Rage Software has done
extremely well in the year to 30th Jun. 99. Revenue was
up 144% to £8.8m, PBT increased almost threefold to
£3.1m with EPS up over threefold at 1.03p. But still no

dividend for shareholders at present, although a proposed

capital structure reorganisation might enable divs in the
future.

Chairman John Roberts said "Over the last year we have
formed partnerships with some of the largest companies
in our industry This has allowed usto present the Rage
brand to a worldwide audience... Our position is at the
forefront of games technology..." These partnerships
secured are with the likes of Microsoft, Sony, Saga and
lnfogrames. Their OEM relationships were strengthened

with the addition of Dell together with a new publishing

partnership with Interplay in the US and Canada.
Comment. At one time we had our doubts asto whether
Rage could transform itself successfully from a owner/
operator of snooker halls and amusement arcades to a
computer games company. They had huge losses in 1997
after disposals. You needed a strong constitution to ride
the share roller coaster (down at one time below 4p) but
this month they have increased another 42% to 31p -
makin rise of 279°/ this ear to date  

 

Optimistic at Financial Objects
At the interim stage for the six months to 30th Jun. 99,
Financial Objects had revenues up just 4% to £10.7m

although PBT increased 67% to £2.65m. Diluted EPS was
up 26%. F0, under Chairman Roger Foster (ex of ACT),

supplies advanced technology banking software and
services. In August this year, they acquired Global
Financial Systems for £10m plus up to a further 25m

deferred.
Foster said ☜1999 has started well and we have made

significant progress in fulfilling the strategic goals we set
out during flotation... Whilst the effect of the Y2000 freeze

being implemented by most banks is difficult to predict,
our customers are continuing to order.... we remain optimistic
about the outlook for the full year☝.

FO floated last December at 230p. The shares rose slightly
this month to end on 299p - a 30% premium to the float

rice.

CFS Group grows fast
CFS (systems for asset based finance industry) has

continued its fast growth at the interim stage to 30th Jun.

99. Revenue almost doubled to 26m. PBT increased 63%
to £262K but EPS was only up 5%. An increased

willingness by financial institutions to buy packaged
software fuelled growth. Chairman Alfred Stein said ☜overall
the prospects for the year are excellent" although he also
expressed some fears on the possible Y2K ☜microclimate☝

impact.

on prospers - but e-commerce slow
ERP consultancy Axon Group was a new issue in March
this year at 175p. The shares have done well since and

ended the month on 308p. At the interim stage to 30th Jun.
99, revenue increased 57% to £11.7m, PBT went up almost
sixfold with EPS up nearly as much. Excellent. But they
could have been better according to CEO Mark Hunter who
said that e-commerce sales had diminished in the half but
activity was nowpicking up. Their core SAP implementation
business "grew strongly" although to fewer clients. The
company remain "confident" about the full year especially
with their now much faster rowin e-commerce business
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Morse is one of the UK☂s leading systems integrator and ☜the leading Sun and HP reseller in Europe☝ with 650 staff. In
their rather excellent results for the year ending 30th Jun. 99, revenue rose 31% to £283.9m, PBT increased a massive

60% to £18,9m with diluted EPS up 17%. Yes that☂s a 6.7% margin - pretty good for a reseller. Morse has undertaken

two acquisitions since their float but these only accounted I
Ifor some £2.7m revenue, so organic revenue growth is still a Mm☜ H°'d'"95 P'°
ihealthy 30%. Most of Morse☂s revenue comes as a reseller 6☁" Mm☜ G'°"p upt°1995)
ibut we have been told by CEO Duncan McIntyre that total PET and Revenue new"!
services revenue rose 75% to c£30m, making a contribution nemwem 1991
after third party and direct staff costs of 027m. "It is estimated

> that during the last year, services revenues embedded in the
☁ sales price of Morse☂s products more than doubled. Separately
billed technology integration services for the Group rose 67°n

* to £14m in the yeaf☂.
,The company have six divisions; Morse Computers UK
l(£130m revenue, +27%), Morse Computers Germany

l(£30.6m revenue , + 70%, Morse Data UK (£90.2m revenue, ",9, ☁m 'm ☁99, .995 me ☁99, W mg

+ 12%, Morse Data Germany (£3.6m revenue), Morse CPS human...
f (revenue more than doubled at £12,2m) and Morse Business
☁Systems (£600K revenue). The UK accounts for the bulk of revenue at £246m, with Germany at £35m and France just

£2.5m. All regions are profitable with the UK☂s PBT on £17.6m, Germany £1.1m and France at £108K.

☁Non-Exec. Chairman Richard Lapthorne commented "Trading in the current year has started well and is in line with
☁ expectations☜. But "there are market indications that demand will slacken towards the end of the year although the Group
☁ has yet to see evidence of demand slowing". They anticipate that any slowdown will be for ☜weeks not months☝.

lComment. Morse has an excellent financial record and, but for the special circumstances at the time of the M80 in
E 1995, they would have been awarded a coveted ☜Boring Award" - they have not had an earnings reversal since 1988 on
itrading figures alone. The IPO price was 250p in Mar. 99. Surprisingly, given their record, they have been consistently

ltrading below this since and ended September on 243p - atrier unfair in our opinion.
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Late News. Cap Gemini warns of wars than expected trading in UK. Shares fall 12%  _ on 30th Sept. Skillsgroup also warned that growth in current FYwilI be c25% ♥ halt
"☁ that expected - due to Y2K lockdown. More next month and on HOTNEWS☁

   

Staffware does well at interims
Due to major investments in new products and a major

reorganisation, last year☂s final results for Staffware
(workflow automation software) were disappointing. But

Chairman Paul Fullagar saidat the time he thought the
outlook was ☜encouraging? His confidence appearsjustified
at the interim stage to 30th Jun. 99. Revenue went up 16%
to £11.2m, but PBT more than trebled at £716K with diluted
EPS almost up threefold to 3.5p.
CEO and founder John O☂Connell said "Prospects remain
buoyant lor the rest of the year. However we are keeping a

tight rein on costs, as it is unclear whether or not Y2K
freezes will delay until next year decisions on some of our

bigger opportunities". This all seems a bit familiar nowadays.
Despite the results, and no doubt because of the comments,

Staffware☂s shares fell but then recovered to end slightly

up. Chairman Fullagar commented (FT 8th Sept. ) "investors

had failed to recognise the potential of their software".

....as does DCS Group
DCS provides systems for motor manufacturers and has
had a pretty impressive run since Tim Robinson took over
as CEO back in Dec. 97. In the six months to 30th Jun. 99,

revenue went up 60% to £74.4m and PET increased 10%
to £3.4m (or +32% to £4.1m before goodwill amortisation)

 

   

 

   

 

Diluted EPS fell 10% (or increased 2% before goodwill).
Operating margins therefore fell from 7.3% to 5.9%
☜reflecting the losses in the UK automotive business and
the change from IBM agency status to rose/left industry
Solutions had ☜excellent☝ results (revenue +61% to £35.8m),
with Automotive Solutions turning In revenue of £27.2m

(up 70% although UK revenue was actually down 10% due
to "repositioning of the business to focus on larger

dealerships, outsourcing and web based services☝), The
rest came from Outsourcing (revenue +37% to £11.4m).
Robinson said "These figures re ect strong growth in core

Profit warnings from...Jom/ng the ever growrng list of
over 20 quoted 808 companies (out of c100) which have

issued warnings in 1999, this month comes.

Computerland has issued its second profit warning this
year quoting lower than expected sales. The shares fell
20% this month to end on 66.5p.
Lynx Group also issued a profits warning saying that
difficult trading conditions will mean the full year profits to

Sep. 99 are going to be well below the analysts predictions
of c£15.8m. A figure of around £12.7m or lower is now
more likely. The shares slumped 24% to end on 108}.

 

markets and the early success of our strategic focus on a-
business... we are well positioned for future grow! ". indeed

their new business-tc-business web site has signed up more

than 600 dealerships with 100 web-based staff.

 

Losses down at Intelligent Environments
At the interim stage to 30th Jun. 99, IE increased revenues
56% to £4.1m and reduced losses from £874K to £370K.

Chairman/Clive Richards_is V"delighted"._m_
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GEC has bought a 15% stake in Xcert International (digital
certificate software) for $15m.
De La Rue has sold its smartcard division to French Francois
Charles Oberthur Fiducaire for £200m.

Electronic Data Processing saw its shares rise sharply after

they announced a free Internet service this month.There is also
speculation that they are to launch a bid for struggling Pegasus
as EDP have just purchased a c7% stake. Pegasus confirmed

that it was in talks ☁WIth a number ofdifferentparties"which may

lead to a merger/takeover (perhaps readers would like to refresh
their memories by rereading our past comments on the previous

Sage approachl)
Cadcentre has acquired the lPFis to the SCOPE software
products from Kvaerner ASA for £1 .7m.
After rejecling a bid from Dutch Landis last July at 114p, ilion
have now indicated acceptance of a fresh offer from Landis at
160p. Did wonders for the share price which immediately shot

up 28p to 151p. They ended the month even higher at 155p.
Cyberdesk - an £10m MBl from Mlsys in Feb. 98 - has appointed

the receivers. Cyberdesk comprised Mlsys Computer Services

and Misys Integrated Solutions and had c£27m revenue back
in 1998.

Touchstone has acquired Independent Computer Solutions

(ICOS) for up to £1 .5m cash. ICOS had 1998 revenues of £3.3m,
operating profit of £302K and now has 34 staff.

Synstar has acquired Lancare ("a leading UK specialist multi-
service network, integration and support company") for £10m
now and up to a further £2.5m on profits. Lancare had 1999

revenues of £1 .6m and PET of £494K. Seems an excellent t for
Synstar and will immediately be ☜earnings enhancing".
Broadview acted for Lancare.
0neview.net, a specialist in providing intemet services for smalV
medium businesses, is to seek an AIM listing which is expected
to value the company at c£20m. Oneview.net was only set up in
January, and in its first six months lost £623K.
US Concentric Network Corp. is to buy InternetTechnology
Group for $235m (£146m) in orderto enterthe European intemet
access market. At c253p per share, this represents a 5%
premium over the previous day's closing price (but c62% above
the share price when rumours about apossible takeover
surfaced in August) and is payable part cash/part shares. At the
same time, assets worth c£14.6m will be sold by Concentric to
a company called Fled Wave pic (in which lTG's CEO has an
interest).
IMS Group plc (telephony services) has acquired IMC
(datacoms) for 24m. IMC had 1999 revenues of 22m and made
£232K profit.
Sema has bought Argentinian Informatlca Technologia
Servicios for an undisclosed sum. ITS specialises in outsourcing
distributed systems and consultancy and had 1999 revenues
of £1 1 m and 300 employees.Sema also acquired a 10% stake
in Prepayment Cards, a UK smartcard venture company, and
also Business Protection Services (disaster recovery in
Ireland). No amounts disclosed.
London Bridge has placed 470K shares at £21.50 to raise
chOm in order to meet the deferred consideration on recent
acquisitions. Simultaneously Chairman & MD Gordon Crawford

ls releasing 1.41 m shares at the same price plus the dividend.
This will reduce Crawford☁s stake to 50.7% worth a mere £369ml
365 Corporation, a specialist not content provider, is

considering a flotation later this year.The valuation expected is
between the wide margins of £300m-i☁500m.

Lynx Group (also see page 6) has expanded its US operation

by acquiring Advlsor Technology Services from Fidelity
Investments for $600K. ATS has contracted maintenance
revenues of c$300K.
Eldos has bought 19% of newly formed Black Cactus, another

October1999 a☜ m '  

Mergers and acquisitions - continued
computer games developer, for an undisclosed sum.
UK NASDAQer 4Front has acquired CVSI Inc. ☜a Ieadingprovider

of lTservices☝for $25.5m cash. ☜4Frontanticipates that CVSI will

contribute revenues of at least $100m in 2000☝. Half of CVSl☂s
revenue come from Europe, 35% from America. CVSI, like 4Front,
delivers hardware and software support and other associated
services. 4Front also announced revenues up more than double
to $115.6m(ail European) and net income up 73% at $4m in the

interim results to 31st Jul. 99. 4Front now reckons it has

annualised revenue of $350m ☜of which 75% will be service
revenues☝.
Voss Net (AIM quoted ISP) is to raise £630K by a1-for~3 open

offer at 60p. Voss Net has also sold its internet consultancy

business Webbed Feet in an MBO for £489K.WF made PBT of
£28K on revenue of £203K in year to 315☁ Dec. 98. In addition

Voss Net has acquired IPOSS (builds e-commerce sites) for
£180K in shares .

Voss Net announced a pretax Loss of £51 1 K (2151 K last time)
in the six months to 30'" Jun. 99, on revenue of just £270K
(£232K).
Gladstone has acquired Microcache (membership card systems)

for£8.1m. Microcache had 24m revenue in 1998.

US Pacific Gateway is to acquire Onyx Internet for an

undisclosed sum. Onyx has revenues of c£1 m.

US lnterliant Inc. has acquired CHM company SaiesTechnology.
Amount paid not disclosed.

Canadian Geac Computer has succeeded in its bid for JBA at

250p per share with acceptances totalling 83.5% of stock.
Jetcam International (sheet metal cutting software!) are buying
Camtek (systems for metal cutting industry) for£4m.
Cedar Group is to raise £26.7m in a 7-for-10 rights issue at
110p. Part of the funds are to be used to launch e-Cedar - Cedars

ASP. Yet another "products to services☝success (and also add

Oracle and Microsoft with their announcements this month).
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Impressive turnaround at OSP
The turnaround at QSP over the last few years has been
impressive and has continued at the interim stage to Jun.
99. Revenue increased 22% to £22.2m, PBT went up 11%

to £1.4m and diluted EPS was up 17%. Now 65%of their
revenue comes from consultancy and support (from zero

three years back) and professional services revenue grew
43%. But the exciting bit is that they now have c15%
revenue from managed services - in other words long term

contracts - and have signed a contract to offer the product
as an ASP with a US ISP. The first deal is expected soon.
QSP is proposing a 1♥for-4 rights issue at 480p to raise
c£17.3m to further expand the business. This caused the
share price to fall and they ended the month down 14% on
503p.

Losses as expected from MSW Technology
After their profit warning last month it has come as no
surprise that MSW made a loss of £1.6m (PBT £502K) on
revenue down 35% to just £1.9m in the year ended 31st

May 99. Losses were blamed on a big contract not finalised
within the last financial year. Their shares are nowjust 84p
- below the float price of 97p in Nov. 98.

  

Reduced losses at Ultima
Ultima Networks has managed to narrow losses from
£1.1m to £610K at the interim stage to 30th Jun. 99.
Revenue fell 22% to £6.5m. "Market conditions remain
dif cult in the software markets in which we operate".
With the share price of just 3p and a capitalisation of only
£63m, it☂s a bit hard to see if they have a bright future.
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Pleasing results from Systems Integrated
Educational software supplier Systems Integrated (SiFl)
has terminated discussions with a potential bidder as they
were unable to reach agreement. However they are pleased

with the results for the year ending 31st May. 99. Revenue
went up 35% (but still only stands at £1.4m) and the
previous loss of £493K has been turned into a PBT of
£140K. Although in the fast growing educational area, SIR
are no RM! At least they are now in the black again - let's
just hope they can survive or get a willing buyer.
SIR was an AIM float in Mar. 96 at 115p. At one time the
shares stood at 18p. At least they have recovered a bit to
end the month on 30p.

 

Europe now Guardian iT☂s ☜stronghold☝
Guardian iT sees no sign of a slowdown in business due
to the Y2K microclimate. Mind you if a disaster recovery
company can't do well over Y2K,we don☂t know who can!
In the six months to 30th Jun. 99, revenue grew 43% to
£19.6m, PBT was up 22% at £3.6m with diluted EPS up a
similar 22%. Their contracted order book - a remarkable
£79m or 2.5-times revenues - ☜gives us considerable
confidence for the future" according to Chairman Richard
Raworth. Guardian is now the market leader (or is in the
Top 3) in disaster recovery in the UK, France, Germany,
Belgium and Scandinavia helped by aseries of recent
acquisitions within Europe. Indeed these purchases will
impact much more in H2.
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Anker buys struggling Riva
Struggling Riva has been acquired by Anker,the former

electronic cash transfer division of BTR for £42m. This
offer values Rivaat 115p per share - up 28p on the previous
closing day price. Granville acted for Riva.

  

Policy Master well up at interim stage
In the six months to 30th Jun. 99, Policy Master ("leading
software suppliers to the UKinsurance industry☝), increased
revenues 53% to £7.7m, with PBT more than trebling at
£500K. Diluted EPS was up 165%. Operating profit after

goodwill amortisation was up a lower 80%. Recent

acquisitions » Mediquote and Media Maker - had little affect

at the interim stage. Shares were up 3% this month to end

on 310p. They listed on AIM in Jul. 98 at 150p.
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The ups and downs of Trace Computers plc
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Solidperformance from
Sema had two causes form
celebration this month. They re-
entered the l-☁I'SE100 and they announced better than
expected figures at the interim stage to 30th Jun. 99.
Although total revenue was only up 10% (due to the disposal
of their BAeSema JV last year), continuing revenues
increased 25% to £66.8m. Similarly continuing operating
profit was up a higher 27% compared with a 22% increase
in PBT at £37.9m. Diluted EPS increased 21%. The order
book (about 1 .3-times annual revenues) is strong at a record

£1.8b - without the Olympic contract.
The strongest revenue growth came from systems

integration with a 30% rise to £293m, although outsourcing

also did well with a 24% increase to over £300m (45% of
revenue). Geographically, the UK was the star with a 34%
rise to £254m, France +19% to £181m and Scandinavia
also +19% to £87m. Spain had a 70% increase but still

only accounts for 7% of revenue. Telecoms remains Sema☂s
top strategic priority and represents 17% of revenue (down

slightly from 18%). Indeed Sema is now the world market

leader in 'prepaid☂ mobile phone CRM systems. Public

Sector grew from 14% to 19% thanks mainly due to UK
outsourcing with Finance the third largest at 21% (up from

18%). It is expected that the major growth area in H2 will
come from Telecoms with a lower growth in Public Sector
and Finance areas.
Other achievements in H1 include a strong pipeline for the
second half (especially in telecoms and UK public sector

outsourcing), successful launch of SemaVision with six
major wins, continued outsourcing success and a
breakthrough in e-business. In July Sema concluded the
acquisitions of ltalian DSTelematica (£22m) and Argentinian

ITS (£11m) which combined will have a £15m impact on

H2 revenues.

CEO Pierre Bonelli said "Given the strength of the order
book, and the strong prospects, we are confident we will

not suffer any expected downturn due to Y2K uncertainties.
As we look to expand into new markets and technologies,

; we are con dent about the continued growth in size and
'proiitability of Sema Group".

Sema still hasn☂t consummated that ☜$1 billion" US
acquisition - although there were rumours linking it with
Cambridge Technology this month. In any event this was a
solid halt-time performance from Sema.
The shares ended the vmonthrwith a 10% rise to 743p.     

DRS back into the black
DRS Data & Research Services has made a small profit
of £214K (previous loss £316K) for the 28 week period \
ending 17th Jul. 99. Revenue in the period went up 43% to
£4.5m. "...the full year performance is likely to be better
than that delivered in 1998, resulting in modest profits. We

expect this trend to continue into 2000☂1

Bfr't
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Baltimore Technology for NASDAQ
Baltimore (nee Zergo) is to obtain a quotation on NASDAQ
as well as its present AIM listing to raise o£95m capital.
The shares immediately leapt substantially on the news
and ended the month up 25% on £12.13p.
The company also announced its interim results to30th
Jun. 99. Revenue rose 23% to £9.8m but losses widened
from £523K to a massive £16m. CEO Fran Rooney blamed

the losses on increased investment in products, sales and
marketing. They will de nitely need the extra capital illosses
persist at this level.

   

Clinical Computing does better - at last
Clinical Computing has had a series of appalling results

since its float in Feb. 94 at 124p. At least at the interim
stage to 30th Jun. 99, their results were a bit better. Although

revenue tell 6% to £1.56m (due to the removal of a non-
recurring royalty payment of £100K), PBT went up 23% to
£253K - almost as much as they made in the whole of
1998. EPS increased 25%. Chairman M. Gordon believes
☜that the Group is well positioned to take advantage of the
many commercial opportunities that will follow the
successful transition beyond Year 2000". The shares ended
the month. 36p -still well below the float price.
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Desktop support leads ITNET growth
ITNET recorded revenue up 21.5% at £61.0m, operating profit up 39% at £4.0m, PBT (after goodwill) up 84% at £4.1m

and diluted EPS up a massive 135% at 4.0p in six months to 30th Jun. 99. Of course what makes ITNET different is the

longevity of customer relationships/contracts. ITNET records a forward order book of £326m ...over 2.8-times annualised

revenues They don☂t come much better than that. g

It looks as though all ITNET's businesses did well, desktop support especially. Here ITNET supports 8,000 PCs and 250
servers at London Transport in a £25m/5yr deal that was their biggest private sector contract so far. ITNET's traditional
stomping ground is the local authorities and the £60m/10yr contract with the London Borough of Enfield helped here too.
The ☜main event☝ of the period was their acquisition of Technosys in May 99 for an initial £9.1m + £4.2m earnout, which

has since "performed in line with expectations". Acquisitions in continental Europe are on the agenda.
ITNET adds to the list of players seeing strong demand for SAP post-implementation services. They have launched a

monthly subscription-based on-Iine SAP rental service - Entield has already signed up for 500 users.
And what about Y2K worries? ☜We believe this is mainly due to discretionary spend having been brought forward to
address Y2K issues. However. asonly a small proportion of ITNET's revenue is discretionary spend this slowdown is not
expected to impact ITNET materially". In other words, the longevity of their order book should see ITNET through any
short term blips.
Comment: ITNET has boosted business in the private sector to 43% ot the total (including c6% from ex»parent Cadbury
Schweppes) and are winning chunky desktop support contracts. SAP outsourcing surely ☁haslegs' and their new e-

business service looks promising. There are a few wobbles with BPO - but nothing they shouldn☂t be able to sort. Even
though there☂s still considerable opportunity for ITNET here in the UK (e.g. 065% of local authorities still do no outsourcing

at all) they probably now need to consider wider geographic spread. ITNEI' was a new IPO in June 98at 350p. They
closed end Sep. 99 on 483p. Given this performance, the 38% premium might be considered "modest" in the circumstances.

  

Better now at ICM Computer Group
At the interim stage, ICM☂s results were disappointing due

to two large contract deferrals. But for their maiden full
year results to 30th Jun. 99, the position is much better.
Revenue increased 12% to £40m, PET was up an excellent
60% at £43m with adjusted EPS up 21%.
ICM is the archetypal IT services company providing a
range of services and project-based solutions to companies
from blue chips to small businesses. Each of their three
core activities, IT Support, Business Continuity and IT

Solutions enjoyed "solid growth☝. ICM earns about 75% of
its gross profits from its on-golng support side. Indeed,
forward contracted revenues in IT Support/Bus. Continuity
exceed one year☂s revenue at present.
CEO Barry Roberts said "We provide the right quality of
support, continuity and consultancy which will drive both
existing performance and ourpotential to win new business☝.
ICM were an new issue in May 98 at 180p - they ended the
month up 21% on 290p.
Comment. ICM is not a company that seems likely to set
the world on fire, but they are able to ride any Y2K bumps
etc. much better than those without long term relationships.

Barry Roberts told us that he has seen little evidence of
any Y2K slowdown for ICM. He accepted that ☜Dec/Jan.
might be rather shorter months than usual☝ (well we know
what he means!), but thereseems to be little to fear here.
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Optimistic IS Solutions
IS Solutions (SI, FM and internet outsourcing) has

     

announced PBT down 10% to £362K on revenue up slightly
at £4.3m. EPS fell 7% in their interims to 30th Jun. 99☁
Despite this, they are ☜optimistic☝ for the second hall and
"encouraged" bytheir future prospects as a result of strong

UK trading coupled with growth in web☁specific outsourcing
business. Launched on AIM in Sep. 97 at 134p, the shares
ended the month on 290p.

Kewill unveils new contract

We don☂t normally comment on new contract wins, but when
the company shares immediately leap over 20% on the news,
we feel obliged. They secured a huge deal with Federal

Express likely to be worth up to an estimated $3m. Kewill will

need to invest $10m on e-commerce product development.
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JSB to abandon AIM in favour of EASDAO
JSB Software Technologies (Internet, connectivity and

networking software products) announced revenue up 19% at
. £4.0m but a Loss before Tax of £1 .3m (PBT £16K last time) in

year to 315' May 99. However their SurfCONTFiOL division
boosted revenue by 864% (sic) to £482K

JSB also announced the acquisition of SurfWatch Software
Inc. (Internet access management and monitoring software)
from Spyglass inc. for $29m ($12m in shares $17m in cash)
dependent on raising $50m. To enable this JSB will float on

. EASDAQ and the issue of ADRs in the US. SurfWatch has

V revenue oic$2.65m and a loss of $6K in 10 months to 31"July
99. investors should note that JSB intends to cease trading on
AIM once the EASDAQ quote is in place. AnotherblowforA/M
and London. Steve Purdham of JSB stressed that AIM had

I been ☜excellent☝ for JSB and had enabled them to complete
two rounds of fund raising. Although JSB had been accepted
as a ☜special case"move to the full LSE and therefore techMAFiK

' (even though they have <3 years record and market cap.
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32:: m M , a 2"☜ <£50m), they had decided on E_ASDAQ as a precursor to a

10% § - move to NASDAQ. Purdham said that EASDAQ stock had a
0% . j >\ perceived value in the US - a value which was more difficult to

Reva☜ 9W" ☜TQM☝ ☜7☜We☝ prove with just a London listing. He felt it would be much easier
aidisposals to raise money for the kind of acquisitions and other activities    
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they planned. Purdham described iechMARK as "confused".
JSB was an AiM |PO in June 98at 200p and ended the month .
down slightly at 320p.

  

      

  
Our New Specialist UK IT Staff
Agency Market Report is a HIT

Our ITSA report published in September 99 has proved to be a
major hit with orders exceeding our highest expectations. But
even more satisfying has been the customer feedback. One
large iTSA ordered another 10 copies to give to each of their

managers as ☜required reading".
More details on hoiway.com or order as below.

  

                   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _|

I ORDER FORM I
I From: Delivery address:
|
| |
I |

i

: 1 999 IT Staff Agency Report :

C] Master copy @ £1250
I 1999 Holway Report I
i [3 Master copy @ 22,450 E] CD-ROM Package £4900 + VAT E] Additional copies @52850 :

gems;
I B One year☁s subscription 6 £340 [131:] ☜4 - copy subscript/on" o 2680 p.a.DSItc licence 6 21000 p.a.+VAT☁|:|lntrenet version £1500 p.a. + VAT I

| 6th edition Software and Computing Services lndust in Europe Report |

I Master copy at £6,200 Additional copies @ £990 each I

I Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd. I

Richard Holway Ltd, PO Box 133, [:l Cheque enclosed E] Please invoice my company
L FARNHAM, Surrey, GU10 He. ♥J :

Signed: Date-L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '_ ___________ __ J
System HOUSBG ispubiished monthly by Richard Holway Limited, PO Box 183, Famham, Surrey, GU101YG. Telephone 01252 781545; Fax: 01252781546;%
E-mail lnternet:Holway@Compuserve.com which also publishes the annual 'Holway Report' and lhe"Software and Computing Services industry in Europe
Report☜. Richard Holway has been a director of several computing services companies and might hold stock in companies featured.
01999 Richard Holway Limited. The information contained in this publication may not be reproduced without the written permission of the publishers. Whilst every care

has been taken to ensure the accuracy oi the information contained in this document, the publishers cannot be held responsible Ior any errors or any consequences
thereof. Subscribers are advised to take independent advice before taking any action. System House® is a registered trademark of Richard Holway Limited.
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